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If you struggle to find balance between creative work and personal life you know the

challenges, distractions, and conflicts that get in the way. Through her moving and insightful

writing, Erin Lee Gafill tells you the stories that have shaped her personal journey. While not a

“how to” book by any means, Drinking From a Cold Spring is filled with inspiration and object

lessons in how to keep your head in your work while keeping your heart in your life. Gafill is a

working artist, born and raised in Big Sur, California. Her paintings are collected interantionally,

and her essays, first published in her blog, The Big Sur Fix, are read by thousands.
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SQUEEZESACRED SPACESTURNING THE CORNERCOLOR THERAPYWHAT MATTERS?

IT’S A MYSTERYSETTING THE TIMERSATURDAY MARCH 21, 2009NOT DOINGAbout the

AuthorLEARNING TO SEEThis morning after everyone left the house I lit a candle and noticed

for the first time the sound wax makes when ignited.I lit another candle and noticed it

again.Have I never noticed this before? I wondered.Last month walking south along Highway

One, I saw the most glorious wild lilac flowering shamelessly in the softest blue and white

canopy of petals I’d ever seen. It was so beautiful I literally stopped in my tracks. A tree I walk

by every morning and have passed coming and going for almost fifteen years and yet had

never seen.A few days later I walked the same road and was half way home before realizing

the lilac had disappeared - or (what really happened) I had just not seen it. Again.I am often

struck in painting that I am continually learning to see, and to see again, and again. And that

there are periods of not-seeing, of blindness, absence of understanding, in the process of

seeing deeper.I began by painting what I saw as best I could. At some point I tried to paint

what I felt as well as what I saw - using color, composition, and line to evoke emotion, mood,

the interior of the self. At one point I just painted color using compositions I imagined in

dreams.This year, I have returned to the landscape on a journey through the heart - what I see,

translated through emotion, into something that is and is not literal, is and is not land/scape,

sea/scape, sky/scape.I am trying to paint the way I felt when I heard the wax sizzle and pop

into flame. I am trying to describe in paint on canvas the sense of seeing as though for the first

time light coming up over the mountains.It is a sense of the ecstatic, the true, the eternal. And

as I paint, I am thinking, I am seeing this for the first time, yet it has been here all along.Every

morning as we walk the light comes up over the mountains, playing against the clouds in the

sky, shifting tones across the water like strands of thread through silk.Each morning we walk

under a rising sun, over the swell of waves coming to shore, through the turning of the highway,

passed the flowering trees.Today was a little different. It started with a quick cup of coffee and

drive north to the Big Sur River Inn to drop Tom off for an early morning tow.Pulling into the

parking lot usually teeming with activity, I noticed how quiet it was.As I waited for Tom to call

AAA, I noticed the sounds of the river below, the sound of the breeze moving through the long

tendrils of the Cecil Bruner, noticed the roaring silence, and relished the stillness.Today I felt

it.Spring is upon us - this moment of awakening.An illumination.WALKING OUT OF

CHILDHOOD(A response to Marge Piercy’s“The streets of Detroit were lined with elms”)They

were churches of treesI would walk under themAnd my eyes would rise enthralled and fatAt

wondrous noisy birdsongThey sheltered me like wings,I passed through them like light through

glass,In prayer in passing hungry and drinkingI lived for those leafy green morningsTouching

the sky with my fingersTouching the places between the branchesWhere heaven shown

through and birds woveIn and out, their wings touching sometimesWalking out of
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childhoodCHILDHOODSaturday morning fog rolls in. Outside the trucks are rolling in too,

hauling away the week’s trash, shattering the silence.Living as we do above Nepenthe, there is

always activity, a buzz of necessary action going on. Looking out my window, I see the morning

clean-up crew in navy jumpsuits mopping the red terrace, white towels dangling from their back

pockets. The lights are on in the restaurant, glowing yellow against the early morning

fog.Upstairs in the prep kitchen, blueberry muffins from yesterday’s baking are handed out to

the early birds and coffee is brewing. The ovens are fired up, awaiting brioche loaves and triple

berry pies and chocolate chip cookies which will perfume the air all morning.I grew up above

Nepenthe. This life and hum informs my earliest sense of self. My grandmother Lolly would get

me and my brother and the shifting sands of cousins all washed and under the covers, tucking

the sheets fast around us and secured under the mattress before reciting the Lord’s Prayer and

going back into the living room, back into life and music and drama and grown-up people.I

used to sneak out of bed just to press my ear against the crack in the door, to hear the laughter

and conversation a little longer. I wanted so much to be part of it all. You had to watch out for

the loose floorboard which creaked horribly. Still does to this day, reminding me of Lolly, and

the sound of her steps striding back to tuck me back into bed, the sound of her zories flapping

on the floor. A terrifying thrill!Today fog has shrouded the landscape. There is no sea, there are

no mountains. But the sounds and the smells have stirred in me a strange and wonderful

remembrance of childhood. Images arise from emotion, from memory, perhaps even from an

absence of visual information, allowing another story to unfold.

Kaffe Fassett in the Studio: Behind the Scenes with a Master Colorist, My Nepenthe: Bohemian

Tales of Food, Family, and Big Sur, Make Thrift Mend: Stitch, Patch, Darn, Plant-Dye & Love

Your Wardrobe, Making a Life: Working by Hand and Discovering the Life You Are Meant to

Live, The Art of Aliveness: A Creative Return to What Matters Most

Jim Mather, “Secret tour into the lands and minds of Big Sur. Around the turn of the last

century, developers Frank Devendorf and Frank Powers had a vision for an artist's community

on a piece of coastal property they had recently acquired just south of Monterey. They hoped

the beauty of the place and the intelligence, talent, accomplishment, and wit of their fellow

residents would attract artists and writers from around the country to Carmel by the Sea.Frank

Powers, in addition to his professional success as one of SF's top attorneys, was also highly

placed in the SF Bohemian Club, which had a world reputation for its independent and highly

accomplished membership. Among the first people attracted by Powers to their new community

was SF poet laureate George Sterling, King of the SF Bohemian community, protégé of

Ambrose Bierce, and Jack London's best friend.Where Sterling was, everyone who was

anyone wanted to be. So, many great artists and writers quickly followed, including Sinclair

Lewis, Mary Austin, Upton Sinclair, poetess Nora May French, photographer Arnold Genthe,

national journalist Jimmy Hopper, and occasional visits by Bierce and London. In addition,

Powers' wife, Jane, was a gifted painter and Carmel's first Artist in Residence. Robert Lewis

Stevenson used nearby Point Lobos as the setting for his Treasure Island. Edmund Weston

soon turned photography on its head with his photos of the Carmel landscape. And poet

Robinson Jeffers did the same with his locally set epic poems.The early beach parties were
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wild and unrestrained. And an LA newspaper headline labeled Carmel a "Hotbed of erotic

erudition!" But as times changed and the old gang moved away or died, so did the Bohemian

spirit in Carmel, leading John Steinbeck to say "...Carmel, begun by starveling writers and

unwanted painters, is now a community of retirees and the well-to-do... If Carmel's founders

should return, they could not afford to live there... (and) would instantly be picked up as

suspicious characters and deported over the city line."But the Bohemian spirit didn't die. It

merely relocated to Big Sur, where it still survives, if you know where to look and who to listen

to. Bill and Lolly Fassett, the granddaughter of Carmel founders Frank and Jane Powers,

opened a unique eating and drinking establishment high on a dramatic cliff overlooking the Big

Sur Coastline, 28 miles south of Carmel. The whimsical structure was built by the legendary

Trotter boys, Walt and Frank, in 1949. Bill and Lolly named the place Nepenthe, an ancient

Greek word meaning "medicine to remove sorrow". And it was the perfect name. It was and is

impossible to be there and not have your spirits lifted.Nepenthe quickly became a gathering

place for artists, writers, actors, musicians, and vagabonds of all description, much as early

Carmel had been. Their rich, witty, and varied voices have enveloped and whispered into the

ears of Erin Lee Gafill, author of Drinking from a Cold Spring and granddaughter of Bill and

Lolly Fassett, all of her life. She was literally born and raised at Nepenthe. And her message is

always one I've found to be "a medicine to cure sorrow".In Drinking from a Cold Spring, I found

Erin Lee Gafill's take on life and the mysterious South Coast a refreshing and revealing

treasure. In it, those of us who don't live in Big Sur are led on a secret tour into the land and

minds of those whose thoughts and perceptions were shaped by that rugged, magnificent land,

where in many ways time has stood still - or at least progressed at a much slower pace.”

Diane Rocha, “Truly a Refreshing Drink. Big Sur has always held an important place in my life.

Long ago, in 1965, as I sat in the movie theatre watching The Sandpiper, which was shot on

location largely in Big Sur, the majestic beauty, the wildness - yes, all of it - reached inside of

me and took hold and has never let go. I finally went to Big Sur in 2009 as part of my summer

"Odyssey," where I drive, solo, from my home in San Diego, up the coast on CA 1 - the

perilous, but breathtaking route - sometimes to Powell's Books in Portland, sometimes to City

Lights in San Francisco. (There was that one notable time when my car left me stranded for a

week in Point Arena, but that is a story for another day.) Experiencing Big Sur in person was

life altering for me. I found a rebirth in my poetry writing as I sat in the patio at the legendary

Nepenthe's and again as I sat on a rock at the Rocky Point Bridge.When I saw this book on

Amazon, I bought it immediately, but didn't read it until I had time to savor it. I am so glad I

waited. This is indeed a book to savor - to mark and come back to again and again. Erin Gafill

has captured it all in this lovely read - the majesty, the untamed beauty - interspersing it with

bits of her autobiography, her lifestyle, and her philosophy of living. I was captured once

again. This summer's Odyssey will be richer for it, and so is my life.This is a must-read for

everyone. Brew yourself a pot of tea, sit in your comfortable chair, breathe it all in, and yes,

savor it.”

J.T. Endersby, “I Love This Book!. And so does everyone I have given it to---of any age. It is an

amazing book, an easy read. I couldn't put it down. It is a collection of the experiences and

musings of a thoughtful and very talented artist and writer. It is a book about living consciously,

wholeheartedly, about the savoring of experience, about the creative process, about finding

inspiration and wisdom in one's life, and creating beauty in the so-called ordinary. The setting

is beautiful Big Sur, a place I love.”



candyJD, “Drinking From a Cold Spring: A Little Book of Hope. This book is not at all syrupy-

sweet and preachy. Erin talks about finding a balance between creative work and the

challenges/obligations of everyday life. As a beginning painter, she has inspired me to explore

a world of beauty and color without the inhibitions of self-consciousness and ego. Those

lessons have begun to carry over into all facets of my life such as letting go of past hurts and

disappointments and weeding out present day "stuff" that clogs my head and my life. When I

finished this book I felt like I had just been hiking in a cool fragrant forest.”

Barbara Weiss, “Erin is a beautiful and simple writer. Erin writes about restoration. Exactly what

I needed to read.She reminded me how important environment had always been to me.

Colors, flowers. She has reminded me to breathe. I will write down my daily intentions. I will

work towards an early morning walk and eating well and organic. Erin is a beautiful and simple

writer. I have been inspired. I will pick her book up whenever I need to be motivated. "Drinking

From A Cold Spring" has become a daily reader for me.”

Catherine Colwell, “Drinking from a cold spring. I gave myself this book to both inspire and

jump start my painting process after a 12 year dry spell. I read it in one sitting on Easter and

then spent time that afternoon starting a painting. I follow her paintings and found her words

graceful and real.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “If you have any draw toBig Sur then this book will take you for a beautiful

journey. I have had this book since Feb. This women is magic. She paints and writes and lives

from her soul. I don't paint but if I did I would be taking her classes. If you have any draw toBig

Sur then this book will take you for a beautiful journey. I have had this book since Feb, but it

was so good that I only would read one chapter every day. Please read this book it will take you

on a wonderful trip and you won't be sorry.Thanks Erin Gafill”

The book by Erin Lee Gafill has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 24 people have provided feedback.
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